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Foreword
Residents are at the heart of Optivo and are
encouraged through many ways to become
involved to help improve services.
We are proud of our Resident Involvement Strategy. It has been
created through joint consultation between involved residents and
members of staff.
By working together as one team, we believe this strategy will give
residents a big voice within Optivo.
Glen Cady
Chair of the Resident Strategy Group

Monica Barnes
Vice Chair of the Resident Strategy Group

Listening to residents and involving
them in every aspect of our activities
is crucial to the way in which Optivo
delivers its plans and services.

Optivo is committed to listening
to and working with residents. We
aim to be THE sector leader for
resident engagement.

We are different in our relentless focus on
creating better homes and neighbourhoods.
The voice of residents will always be a key
component in our success.

From experience, we know that co creating
with residents improves services and avoids
wasting resources on things residents don’t
value.

Sir Peter Dixon
Chair of the Board

Our commitment to resident governance and
resident involvement is led from the top. The
Chair of the Board and I are both personally
committed and will ensure Optivo holds true
to this guiding principle.
Paul Hackett
Chief Executive
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About Optivo

We’re a major housing association, providing over 44,000 homes for people in London, the
Midlands and south east England.
We’re committed to giving residents a clear
voice throughout the whole organisation.
Involvement is about engaging, empowering
and enabling residents to influence and
improve services. This helps build trust in the
way we manage our homes and services.
This is Optivo’s first Resident Involvement
Strategy. It builds on our strong foundation
for resident involvement. It presents an
exciting opportunity to transform the way we
involve residents and continue our success
as sector leaders. We’ll provide a range of
involvement options to ensure inclusivity and
accessibility. We commit to giving residents a
choice about how they wish to be involved.
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Our priorities for resident involvement are to:
¢¢ Embed co creation as a way of working.
Residents working together with staff to
design and deliver services at every level
¢¢ Rethink and modernise resident
involvement.

Political, economic, social and
technological environment
Thinking on resident involvement is a rapidly
evolving and highly contested area of public
debate. It will continue to be a high profile
issue, being an important focus of ongoing
inquiries into the Grenfell Tower fire in June
2017. It’s also an integral part of national
and sector discussions on transparency and
digital engagement.

One of the five principles in the August 2018
Green Paper: A New Deal for Social Housing
was around empowering residents. It set out
a number of ways to ensure residents’ voices
are heard. These included a call for landlords
to make performance information accessible
and clear to residents, and a regulatory
review.

The ongoing debate is complex, taking in
everything from the broad principles of
resident engagement to detailed questions
about how residents should be included in fire
safety decision making.

These measures all rest on greater
transparency and we expect to see a National
Housing Federation led ‘transparency
charter’ as well as new government
requirements in this area.

Through this complex picture, there are clear
common strands. Firstly, there’s growing
consensus resident engagement should
become a central part of how homes and
tenancies are managed. The 2018 Dame
Judith Hackitt Review called on social
landlords to ‘re assert the role of residents’
in a way that sees housing managers working
‘in partnership’ with residents. We can expect
further debate on this, but also a changing
regulatory environment.

Finally, there’s a recognition throughout
current government and housing sector
thinking that resident involvement needs
to adapt to the rapidly changing ways that
residents engage with information. Digital
change is quickening and many previously
digitally excluded groups are increasingly
accessing services online. One striking
example is the leap in the number of 55-75
year olds with access to a smartphone. Just
29% in 2012, by 2017 this had increased to
71% and continues to grow. Residents will
increasingly expect their housing provider to
offer convenient online engagement and we
will respond.

A second strand is a powerful push for
residents not only to be engaged, but to
have a genuine say in how their homes
and services are managed. Residents’
organisations and sector reviews have argued
this will be central to building greater trust.
This was a key recommendation of the recent
‘Rethinking Social Housing Review.’ It argued
housing providers must ensure residents
have a real voice and ‘an opportunity to
shape and inform services.’ Politicians
are acting too, with the Mayor of London
introducing resident ballots on estates where
regeneration is proposed.

Resident involvement will continue to see
discussion, debate and changing regulations.
Our strategy needs to be a dynamic
document with the flexibility to innovate
and adapt to this changing environment.
How we’ll deliver the strategy is set out
in the action plan. During the life of the
strategy we expect to reconsider resident
involvement and possibly operational
services to implement legislation resulting
from the Social Housing Green Paper and
new regulatory requirements.
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What do we want to achieve?

Resident involvement will continue to be ingrained in our culture, with residents influencing
all that we do at every level of our organisation. Resident involvement will also use our
residents’ voice to influence bigger, sector wide issues and policies. We want residents to
feel listened to, valued and their views acted upon.
Resident involvement will support delivery of
Optivo’s four strategic objectives:
¢¢ Provide sector leading services
¢¢ Value our people
¢¢ Maximise our social impact
¢¢ Ensure a sustainable business.
Throughout this strategy, we’ll keep in mind
the things residents and staff have told us are
important:
¢¢ One size doesn’t fit all and involvement
should be accessible to all
¢¢ Involvement should be enjoyable
¢¢ Involvement should result in improving
services
¢¢ It should meet resident and business
needs
¢¢ We should offer more online options, to
help overcome barriers, such as travel and
lack of time
¢¢ We should shout about it from the
rooftops! Residents need to know the
benefits of being involved. Staff need
to know how resident involvement can
help them. We should use our resident
involvement success to influence others
in the sector.
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It’s important to recognise the less apparent
benefits of resident involvement. Meaningful
and positive involvement will help end social
housing stereotypes. Our reputation of
involving residents will boost our ability to
attract talent into the organisation and bring
in new business. We’ll help build stronger
communities, by working directly in our
neighbourhoods. And there are personal
benefits for residents getting involved. For
example, building confidence or gaining skills
for future employment.
We aim for 90% of residents
surveyed through our general
landlord satisfaction survey to be
satisfied with their views being taken in
to account .
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Embedding co creation
as a way of working
What this means:

¢¢ R
 esidents working together with
staff to design and deliver services
at every level
¢¢ Evidence of where residents have
been listened to and their views
taken in to account
¢¢ Staff creating their own resident
involvement initiatives, celebrating
the value they bring.

We’ll do this by:

 nsuring meaningful involvement at every
E
level of our organisation, with residents,
Board and staff working together as one
team:
¢¢ Via the formal resident governance
structure already in place, residents
monitoring and scrutinising service
delivery, working with staff to make
recommendations for improvement.
This form of involvement is based around
structured meetings and work plans
¢¢ Using informal forums to carry out project
based involvement, with meaningful
outcomes
¢¢ Providing informal ways for residents to
give feedback and input ideas. This form
of involvement is less structured, with
lower time commitment
¢¢ Building clear links between informal
involvement, formal resident governance
and the Board
¢¢ Supporting research and service
improvement initiatives
¢¢ Introducing a feedback framework,
to demonstrate the value resident
involvement has added and ensure return
on investment
¢¢ Being open and transparent at all times.

Why?

¢¢ I t supports our strategic objectives
on sector leading service and valuing
our people
¢¢ It reinforces our CORE values:
Customer Focused, One Team,
Respect and Enthusiastic.

Getting the right balance of relevant and
attractive involvement options:
¢¢ Providing a mixture of formal and informal
options, aimed at influencing services
in local areas / estates, central services,
policies and strategies
¢¢ Increasing the number of involved home
owner occupiers, targeting shared owners
in particular, in recognition of this growing
customer group
¢¢ Providing quick participation, low
commitment and minimal effort options.
This will complement our formal resident
governance structure, involving long term
commitment and in depth scrutiny of our
services.
Responding to resident and staff needs
through training:
¢¢ Investing in giving involved residents the
skills to better influence
¢¢ Providing guidance and support to staff
who want to involve residents in their
work.
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Rethinking and modernising
resident involvement
What this means:

¢¢ M
 aking the best use of technology
to engage with our residents
¢¢ Demonstrating outcomes and value
for money from our co creation with
residents
¢¢ Improving processes and structures
to better facilitate resident
involvement
¢¢ Listening to a broad range of views
and showing how we act upon them.

We’ll do this by:

Defining the future offer:
¢¢ Reviewing the effectiveness of
engagement methods, with residents
and staff, to improve or remove non cost
effective offers
¢¢ Prioritising the use of digital and
innovative platforms, to use as resident
involvement tools. This includes a simple,
easy to use online involvement area.
Pushing boundaries, to explore new ideas:
¢¢ Involving residents in our Optivo Futures
projects, motivating them to embrace
innovative ways of working
¢¢ Supporting residents to help promote
new approaches, internally and externally.
Thinking bigger
¢¢ Facilitating resident participation in
relevant national debates
¢¢ Empowering residents to promote
Optivo’s resident involvement approach
and share best practice within the sector.

Why?

¢¢ I t supports our strategic objectives
on sector leading service,
sustainable business and social
impact
¢¢ By implementing new cost effective
ways of working, we’ll have capacity
to deliver a strong programme of
digital and face to face engagement
opportunities.

Implementing new ways of working to reach
wider sections of our communities:
¢¢ Supporting our diversity objectives and
ensuring our consultation processes are
inclusive
¢¢ Monitoring involvement to ensure it’s
representative
¢¢ Widening the range of people involved,
ensuring they reflect the resident
population
¢¢ Targeting hard to reach groups of people
through new approaches to engagement
and partnership working with external
agencies
¢¢ Supporting the organisation’s digital
inclusion approach, helping remove
‘digital barriers’ for residents
¢¢ Enabling residents to engage more online,
freeing up staff time to enhance and
reshape face to face engagement.
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How will we know
we’ve succeeded?
Some broad indicators of the success of this strategy will be:
By 2021 we’ll
engage with
at least 3,500
individual
residents. And carry out at
least 10,000 engagement
interactions each year.
At least 50% of these
interactions will be
exclusively online.

Each staff member will have
a resident involvement
objective each year.


Through the feedback
framework, the organisation
will demonstrate examples
of co designed service or
product improvements (e.g.
cost savings, enhancing a
service offer or improving
performance)

90% of residents surveyed
through our general landlord
satisfaction survey to be
satisfied with their views
being taken in to account

Conclusion

This is a fantastic opportunity to build on
where we already are, as an organisation
at the forefront of resident involvement.
And to create and deliver an offer of choice
to residents, whilst adding value to the
organisation.

50% of all resident
governance member
recruitment will be from
protected groups (Black,
Asian and Minority Ethnic
(BAME), age, gender, sexual
orientation, disability)
by 2020

 The diversity profile of all
involved residents will match
that of the wider Optivo
resident profile within
5% (we’ll monitor this per
region, as well as centrally).
This will apply to general
needs, housing for older
people and home owner
occupiers

We’re proud of the way residents and
staff have shaped this strategy. It creates
an exciting way forward for resident
involvement, within Optivo and the sector as
a whole.

This strategy can only be delivered by an
inclusive and dynamic partnership with
residents, staff and Board members.
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If you’d like to find out more about how you can make a difference
please complete our online form and a member of the resident
involvement team will be in touch.
www.optivo.org.uk/get-involved.aspx
resident.involvement@optivo.org.uk
0800 121 6060
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